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Serving the Community at California State University, San Bernardino

Ten programs receive IRP funds
By Kim Perkins
Editor In Chief

Funds for Instructionally RelatedPrograms (IRP) were allocated
on Tuesday, May 28,1991 by the
IRPBoard. ThisyearthelRPBoard
had a total of $145,(X)0 to work with
and $274,514 in requests. Oflhel6
programs that requested money,
four were new, creating more com
petition lex the funds than ever.

Among the new programs that for instructionally related activities
requested funding wereDance, Pep on the said campus and not for uiSquad, Philosophy/Communica itional matters or to support faculty
tions and Television; none of these posititms.
GriitiKvs(ary:h
$4^00.00'
received funding from IRP at all.
The funds are "overseen" by
Stitdt
nt'Comf*
$1^00.00
The IRP funds are generated an advisory committee (IRPBoard)
KiiAio
through a system set up on a cam to advise the President regarding
$17 mm
pus through the Chancellor, by re the level and allocation of these
$29,200.00
quest of the campus President, ac fees.
$8.00Qm
cording to the guidelines set forth in
To increase the fees beyond
Club Sports
$4,(m.oo
The California State University $10 per academic year, a student
The Chnjntde
Executive Order 429.
refer^dum must be held.
Music
$2i.20n.i)0
These funds may only be used
Joseph Fengler, IRP chair
1990-91, said that the CSUS B cam receiving; that taking too much away
pus fee at present is $20; $10 of from the income they already de
which automatically goes to athlet pended on could hurt them.
ics (via a student referendum) and
New programs did not receive
$10 of which may be allocated to funding for one of two reasons:
various other programs that request either there wasn't enough money
it
to go around, or the wording of the
Regarding the allocation of requests implied fulfilling require
funds, Fengler said that the board ments for academic coiu^ which
had 10 consider the funding that IRP cannot fund.
established programs were already
One such example of the latter

Little Green
R

E

R

SuulentUfi'
Rpxiew
MoJ.lUW
An iitult'ry
Pep Stpuhi
Phil :Comm
I'dcMnon
Dtince

$3^78m

$5,800.00
$7mM

$23,200.00 :
$0J30
$0.00
$om
pi 00

was the request for funds to support
the new television program that is
being implemented in January of
1992. According to Beverly
Hendricks, dean of Humanities, a
state-of-the art television studio is
being built into the new Student
Services Building and funding is
needed to support its operation.

I Awards luncheon postponed

C

see "IRP," pg.l6

Students charge racism
By Steven Jennings
Photography Editor

Photo by Scott Ruppo
the Little Green proposals developed by ASI over the last two
years include the distribution of 30 aluminum can ctmtainers like
the one shown above as well as 30 computer paper containers, and
50 deskside white paper containers.

Insidle...
Campus Life...
...We've got lots of CL fea
tures for our final edition of the
year including movie reviews,
personality features, and what
to do this summer...
_

...4-6

California State University,
San Bernardino's 1991 Spring
Awards Luncheon, originally
scheduled for Friday, May 31, was
postponed last Thursday amidst
allegations of discrimination.
In amemorandum issued from
the Student Life Office, Director
Randy Harrell announced the post
ponement date to Friday, June 14
at 2:30 p.m. and gave his reasons

for taking the action.
Harrell said, "the action was
taken because it was brought to
the attention of Student Life staff
that notall clubs received the nomi
nation for award forms."
According to Harrell, on
Thursday, May 30th a student on
campus notified his office that not
all of the organizations had re
ceived their nomination forms for
the awards, particularly AfroAmerican groups. After receiving
the usual 10-percent return on

nominations, Harrell was notified
of the groups complaints.
He then contacted advisors
for the Black Student Union, who
confirmed that the forms had not
been received. Having conferred
with the advisors on the situation,
Harrell decided to 'pull the plug'
on Friday's event.
The Director stales, *T regret
having to make the last minute
decision."
Some of the problems associ-

see "AWARDS, pg. 3

Opinion...

Sports...

...He/She/It returns with a
column on reiationships...Catch
Ed Crosby's last cartoon; he's
graduating!...and once again, the
letters poured in...

...CSUSB's baseball team
made it to the Coiiege World Se
ries, we've got a run down on
what happened there...Laker's
fans catch our anaiysis...

...14-1

...18-20

m
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Crime Watch
By Martin Hepp
Opinion Editor

likely that the doors on the study:
cubicles will be removed
this summer.
On June 3,1991 in the camThe persons involved in such
pus library, Departinem of Pub-: activities are for the most part nonlie Salcty Chief, Ed HarriJK)n» wit- students, andHarrison stresses that
nesscdErie Mason,a 32 year-old; students who witness suspicious
black, male, engaging in lewd ac- activities or persons immediately
uvJiies on the fourth floor of the rciHMi aiieh .kiiviiios lo liu* lie
library. Chief Harrison arrcstcrl partmeni of Public Safety, either
Mason and charged him with h> duiinii X-516^ on cjinpiiN
wonrliiwt in public. a misJc
phiMios or by uiiii/ui" the emer
incaiuH.
gency phones located on campus.
Chief Harrison points to iniiarnsiMi aJilcI ihai Uicre arc
cidcnis Mich a> ihcso a- ivininj ; ihrce ix:isoi!s -Ahu frfijiiem cjinCIS lr» Icniaic stu.'k'iiis that Ihtv pus who are currently tmdcr in^lIoukl refrain trom studying : vc.Mii',.iiii»nti.rihvsca..iiviiici.hui
alone in the study cubicles to- that iiniil people Lomc lorwurJ to
c.tlci|iiiilK'library.ti[iighl. There report Such incidents taking place. ;
have been ncaily n do/cn rcpoits noitiiiig ciui h;* done to apprehend
ul '.uch aciivji) lakmg pla^c in the suspects.
the library .in the last two ycars
ilariiMMi stated ihailewd aets
involving jx-ifMU-aiurs nf every arc eonsidered mi'.deim;jri..i >ex
ethnic group, and as a result U is ».ri[iic\ and that any jxirvm eon-

Awards'
Cont'd from pg. 1
ated with thedelivery of theforms
may have resulted from the failure
of (x-ganizations to register fortheir
respective charters on time. The
organizations who neglected tofile
by the specified deadline lost their
mailboxes
Sedrick Spencer, Omega Psi
Phi President, first learned of the
discrepancy on May 30th. Spen
cer states that he was unable to
contact Harrell, who was off-cam
pus at the time.
Spencer then conversed with
Rick Moral of the Student Life
Office, who said that the ballots
were placed in all organizations
mailboxes.
In protest of this disagree
ment, Spencer organized a rally of
well over fifty pqople from the
campus and community.
"This particular issue of the
luncheon was the straw that broke
the camel's back," Spencer said.
Shortly after Spencer decided
to launch an opposition to the
awards, it was learned that the
Student Life office had postponed
the Luncheon. Spencer felt that
information regarding the planned
opposition rally moved the office
to postpone the ceremony.
According to the memo from
Harrell, organizations are encour
aged to submit nomination forms.
The memo also apologized to

has caused and assured that posi
tive steps are being taken to avoid
recurrence of this type of situa
tion.
"All of us in StudentLife look
forward to serving you and your
organization(s) in the coming
years,"HaiTell said.
In retrospect, Spencer said, "I
hope this incident will prove to
benefit ethnic awareness on the
campus and serve to open lines of
communication between the stu
dents, administrators and staff."
Further, he added, "If the lines of
communication are open, these
kinds of problems can be avoided
in the future."

vicred of two or more such crimes
must register as a sex-offender.
This requires ilie person so regis-;
tered to notify police agencies as
to his whereabouts.
Harrison also noted that while
this crime may seem minor, he is
ous crimes mtghi take place in the
future:. In order to prevent such
crime. Harrison asked for student
volunteers who would be placed
on the third and fourth floors of
the library in ordear to deter any

jrKldiMiiKlive|iickeUM«lh:iithv>
could ct»nu..i cainpiit |xd«(.v when

necessary, and be readily identipersons interested in volunteer
ing for such duly aie encouraged
to contact theDepartment of Pub"
lie safety at extension 5165.

Student Union expands
to meet more needs
By Edward Durlak
Staff Writer
A project is currently under
way at California Slate Univer
sity, San Bernardino to expand
the Student Union on campus.
Upon completion, the building
will have more space and be able
to facilitate several new services.
For the convenience of stu
dents , a new food preparation
and service area will be added,
along with a new pub and bal
cony on the second floor, and
additional restrooms and tele
phones.
Two new corridor lounges, a
music/listening room, a reading
lounge, a quiet lounge,and a game
room will also be added.

Finally, to help with admin
istrative needs, a 1,100 seat ca
pacity multi-purpose room, a
club/organization common area
and workroom, and several new
Associated Students offices will
be constructed.
In all, the Student Union ex
pansion project will add 23,000
square feet to the building as well
as additional courtyard space.
This will more than double the
size of the structure.
The project will cost ^proxi
mately four million dollars, and
will be supported by Student
Union fees.
The project was started in
February of this year and is ex
pected to be completed in Sep
tember of 1992.

Don't guess, G.U.E.S.S.
By Edward Durlak
Staff Writer
The General Education Syllabi
Service (GUESS) is a new pro
gram sponsored by the Associated
Students Inccorporaied (ASI) de
signed to reduce the high add/drop
rate for general education classes
at California Slate University, San
Benardino.
Carmen Brugge, GUESS chair,
said, "The ASI 90-91 administra
tion came into office promising
more services for students.

GUESS is one qay of accomplish
ing our goals."
GUESS will have two publica
tions each year that will include
syllabus listings for general edu
cation classes offered at the uni
versity. Theideaisthalbymaking
the course requimments of each
class available to prospective stu
dents prior to enrollment, they will
be able to make informed deci
sions avout general education se
lections. This will lessen the need
to add or drop classes.
After observing the success of
the plan at other universities, the

ASI rushed into production of the
first GUESS issue which will be
make available this week. Brugge,
"We wanted to get the idea out
there and get the students exposed
to the concept."
Although the GUESS pro
gram is targeted at freshmen and
sophomores, its publications can
be a useful tool for anyone who
has to enroll in ageneral education
course.
There is no cost for GUESS
publications which can be found
at both the bookstore and the ad
missions office.

one

Loan program in fianancial trouble
The California State Univer
sity, San Bernardino Emergency
Loan Program is facing a major
financial crisis, according to Fi
nancial Aid Director Ted Krug.
In Novemer the program was
mspended for lack of funding.
"The Financial Aid office had
a waiting list of more than 50 stu
dents who had applied for a total
of $10,000 in emergency loans
that could not be funded," said
Krug. "In February and May the
fund was exhausted."
Since the beginnuia^ the

academic year through April 30,
an excess of $250,000in loans had
been approved for students.
The fund is a revolving ac
count and there is never more than
$46,000 cash at any given time.
Money is loaned out as repay
ments come in.
In 1989-90, Associated Stu
dents, Inc. allocated $14,000 to
the ELP for 1990-91; the Alumni
Association contributed $3,000;
and smaller donations have come
from individuals throughout the
year.

When the fund wasexhausted
in November, a request was made
to ASI for $8,500 in supplemental
funding. However, ASI was un
able to provide additional funding
for this year.
In 1991-92, the ELP has been
reduced by 43 percent as ASI will
only be allocating $7,900.
"The fund cannot be sustained
at its current level given the lack
of new funding," said Krug.
Cash on hand in September is
expected to be in the area of $4550,000.

The biggest problem for.
program is an insufficient infu
sion of new capital. Budget cuts
will cause the ELP to be short
$20,000. Since loans are repaid in
60 days, every dollar is loaned
four times during the year.
A $20,000 shortage will re
sult in $80,000 being denied to
students.
Approximately five percent
of the students fail to repay their
emergency loans. If the fund an
nually loans $300,000 it is reason
able toexpect $15,000 in defaults.

w
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Morning D.J. a Rocketeers created by alumni
CSUSB student

superhero whose life is best de period as much as we can.
The film is mrx-e action/ad
scribed
as
Batman
on
venture
than straight fantasy. "It's
"Thirtysomething."
like
a
Raiders
Of The Lost Ark
"The Rocketeer is based on a
Slang dictionaries,comic-books
movie
with
mour
heart," De Meo
and props from their film "Rock-* comic-book," explains Bilson.
eteer" adorn the place, as well as "The basic story is that a rocket points out. "It's more grounded in
posters for their films (Zone Troop pack, invented by Howard Hughes, reality. The only thing that's really
ers, Trancers) and assorted toys has been stolen and left in a extraordinary about the Rocketeer
and memorabilia, including a little airplanehanger. Giff, a young pi himself is the rocket pack, every
Flash doll that flails it's arms when lot, finds it and decides he's going thing else is real, depression-era
America. The characters are
you squeeze it's legs.
all pretty realistic."
They're both affable,
The Rocketeer himself,
enthusiastic and intelligent
who, in his incredible finned
and their styles compli
helmet is described as "look
ment each other. Bilscm's
ing like a hood ornament", is
jauntiness meshes well
a reluctant good guy. "He's
with Demeo's dry wit.
n<X asuperhero," confirms De
While they're renowned
Meo. "He's a regular guy on
screenwritCTS today, their
whom superherodom has
first collaborati(»i began at
been pressed." The Rocketeer
California State Univer
is played by Bill Campbell
sity, San Bernardino, when
and he's great in the part, he's
they wrote "The Houdini
the personificatiCHi of thechar
Deception" together, and
acter."
played the two lead roles:
Now, with a cult-hit TV
Sherlock Holmes and
to keep it and try to turn a buck with show, and a big film coming,
Houdini.
In June their "The Rock it Everybody is after the rocket, they're excited but practical. "It's
eteer", will be released. A big- the F.B.I. and Nazi agents. The great," says Bilson, "But it's also
budget, rollicking Comic-book movie is like a '30s adventure se the result of an immense amount of
hard work."
Disney movie about a jet-pack rial, but a little more mature."
We've been wwking on ROCK
The duo steeped the film deep
warrior battling Nazis in '30s Hol
lywood. It's Disney's big summer in '30s culture. "We love doing ETEER for 5 years. To have it
movie. They also created and pro period pieces," says De Meo. finally come out is going to be
duce the TV show, "The Flash", it "We'rereal slang afficianados. We satisfying. Wethinkil'sreally good.
has gotten rave reviews and fol try to research the dialogue and With the Flash, I don't think we
lows the adventures of a super-fast make it have the true flavor of the could do a belter TV show."

By Pat Janklewicz
Special to The Chronicle

By Steven Jennings
Photography Editor

and roll, have fun, and get paid to
do it
He said he has met a number
One of Southern California's of rock stars, including Jimi Page.
premiere mcxning disc jockeys is Marcus said Page is a close per
a California State University,San sonal friend who refuses to return
Bernardino student. Mark his phone calls when he is in
Schichtle, better known as town.
Marcus thinks that his best
'Marcus', is a criminal justice/
philosophy major, planning to material comes from the common
experiences everyone shares like
graduate this year.
His morning show is often traffic, relationships, current
cai\e6YourDailyS&M,. The"S'' events, and other more personal
is for Samantha, his co-host
events.
He has found that he likes
Four and a half years ago,
KCAL had a contest wh^ the the "bargain tapes" at the book
winner received a one-hour guest store, in fact he has picked up a
DJ.spotonthestatitxi. Schichtle copy of Falco's greatest hits.
won the contest and the station Marcus feels that CSUSB is se
manager liked him enough to hire verely lacking in twoareas: close
parking, and hard seats in PS 10.
him.
He acknowledged having As a remedy, he suggests a stu
done some stand-up, saying that dent chartered plane service and
he was pretty effective... that the the mandatory issuance of pil
entire audience stood-up and left. lows to all lecture classes.
Of course fame has its draw
With an air of sarcasm,
Schichtle stated that his career backs. "Sometimes when I'm
objective is to become a DJ. , speaking with someone, they will
someday. However, he first plans give me a funny look as though
to obtain either a Ph.D in Philoso they're trying to figure out where
phy or a JD degree at Law School. they've seen me before. How
Working at the radio station ever, this happens infrequ^tly
is a blast, according to Marcus. now thatI've conquered that nasty
He enjoys being able to play rock drooling problem."

School of Natural Sciences

Fernandez appointed new dean
By Audrey Vogel
Staff Writer
Dr. Louis Fernandez hasbeen
appointed to the position of Dean
of the School of Natural Sciences
effective July 15, 1991. Dr.
Fmiandez will assume the posi
tion vacated by Dr. James Crum,
who will resume his teaching ca
reer after nearly two decades of
administrative service to the uni
versity.
Dr. Fernandez received his
B.S. degree in Geology from City
College of the City of New York,
M.S. in Geology from the Univer
sity of Tulsa, and his Ph.D. in
Geology from Syracuse Univer
sity. He completed a four-yearPost
Doctoral Fellowship at Yale Uni
versity before joining the Univer
sity of New Orleans faculty. As a

Professor of Geology and Geo
physics he received the Univer
sity of New Orleans' Alumni As
sociation Award for Excellence in
Undergraduate Teaching and es
tablished an impressive record of
publications and grant awards.
Dr. Fernandez has served the
past six tears as the Dean for the
College of Sciences at the Univer
sity of New Orleans. Previously

DELMY'S

he was Chair of the Earth Science
Department and served as a V isiling Associate Professor at the Uni
versity of Massachuseus,Amherst.
He currently is a member of the
prestigious National Science
Foundation Advisory Committee
for Earth Sciences and the Advi
sory Committee to the American
Geological Institute's Minority
Participation Program.

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT Any Regular
6" Sub
10 am to 2pm mon-fri
only $1.95
walk in only
one coupon
per visit
1357 Kendall Drive
Exp. 6-24-91
San Bernardino
Pint of Ice
East of Little Mt.
Cream
In the shopping center
only $.99
880-1605
one coupon
per visit

Best Subs In Town!

exp. 6-24-91

DON'T WORRY
ABOUT IT...

Vacation!
• 15 minutes to Mission Beach,
Sea World, Zoo & Tyuana
• Heated pool
• Restaurant & pub

• Free cable TV. ESPN & HBO
• Extra large rooms,
with 1 or 2 beds

San Diego
Howard Johnson
4S4S Waring Road
San Diogo, OA 92120
619.266-7000

HOWARD
JOHNSON.

SPECIAL STLTDENT
RATE

<49

(1-4 people)

aMiFiyjs
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Things to do this summer
By Mitchell Halbreich
Campus Life Editor
Now that the spring quarter is
about toend students are starting to
wonder what to do when finals are
ovCT and summer is here. What
CD's to get, where to go, and what
movies to see are just some of the
questions that come to mind.
To start off thereare three com
pact discs just released to rajoy
during the summer. For fans
ofhardccxer^ group NWA, Niggaz
4 Life has just been released. This
CD is NWA's best so far. It is a
follow up to their 100 Miles and
Running CD, and will not disap
point their fans. Dr. Dre, Yella,
M.C. Wren and Eazy E really did a
great job in putting this eighteen
track CD together.
Fans of alternative music will
enjoy the self titled compact disc
Electronic. With band membCTS
from New Order, The Pet Shop
Boys, and The Smiths, this CD is
great to dance with and enjoy.
Industrial music fans will en

joy a CD maxi-single released by students not yet 21 the Metro in
Skinny Puppy titled Spasmolytic. Riverside is a great place to go.
Students looking for a good
Besides two remixes of tracks off
movie
this summer there are a few
the Too Dark Park CD, two live
to
look
for. Backdraft directed by
tracksare added. HarshStone White
from the V/V7 SECT VI album is
almostlikethetxiginalversion. The
song toolook fOTisWaling On Ice.
This song has probably some of the
best synthesizer effects ever re
corded.
For people looking for amuse
ment thissummCT Magic Mountain
has just opened their new ride
Psyclone. This was nnodeled after
the famous roller coaster in Coney
Island, New York. Knoits Berry
Farm and Disneyland are also great
places to go and have a good time.
Night club action is also some
thing to think about this summer.
For good time live rock-n-roll the
Whiskey Creek in Redlands is a
popular spot. Safari Bar in San
Bernardino is also a good place to
go. Sunday and Wednesday nights
are dollar drink nights and Sunday
nights also feature the Shark Clut
which plays industrial music. Foi

0V[e7(ican O-ood
Cnl Sl«l«
Or/,.
PACO'S
—
•V
55^

J

...

Now
Open!

Ron Howard takes a look into a
fuefighter's lives. What About
Bob? starring Bill Murray and
Stone Cold with Brian Bosworth
are reviewed in this edition of the

newspaper. Also look for Naked
Gun 21/2:The Smell of Fear with
Leslie Neilson and Robin Hood:
Prince of Theives with Kevin
Cosmer are also good bets.

ANOTHER
MONTH OFF
THIS
SUMMER.

Bring in this coupon for

FREE
DRINK!
With any burrito purchase
, .j Q ,

exp. 6/14/yi

(714) 680-2755

PhoneInOrders For FasterService
g 9 J
^ YVeek

Olgltcal IN/ladri^ss P'rocJucotlons

_

Sunday, June 9th

The

Undergrouni
Alternative
House
Dance ***
Industrial

V

Open/ng n/ghf feafuring:
Gracious Shades
&

No, we're not giving you your own foersonal time warp
so you can finisn perfecting your tan lines. But when you pay
for three months' storage at snurgard. you get the fourth month
free. Which is almost as good. Because when you go home this
summer, you won't have to try roping your piaid sofa and
dayglo bean bag chairs onto the bacK of your mountain bike.

BOL

Doors open of 7:30 p.m.
Sponkys Cafe
3850 Main St., Riverside
(714)683-3666

Grasp the sound of the Underground.
Every Sunday night this summer, you con heor live local bands
and the ultimate in music of the '80s. '90$ end beyond by DJ s J
& Infinity. Advance tickets $4; $6 at the door; $8 after 10 p.m. Call

(714) 783-7632 for advance tickets. Ail ages welcome.

SHLROARO
STORAGE CENTERS

COLTQN

FONTANA

1600 FAIRWAY DRIVE
825-8414

17173 VALLEY BOULEVARD
350-1330
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American music Car event rallies up spirit
fiiis recitai haii

By Renee Groese
Club Editor

On May 30, 1991 the music
department's Concert Choir, Uni
versity Chorale, Rehearsal Cham
ber Singers, and the University
Chcxal Ensembles performed in"A
Concert of American Music,"in the
recital hall. The choral music was
featured by Dr. Lloyd Pfautsch who
was a professor of music at Southem Methodist University for 33
years, and also taught music at the
University of Illinois.
Lloyd has been actively in
volved with the Robert Shaw Cho
ral and has published approximately
300 musical compositions. He is
very vital and active in the music
field.
Two of the chambCT singers
who sang at the music festival on
May 30 are also playing leading
roles in the "Importance of Being
Earnest" They woretheir costumes
to the music festival, and then after
the festival they went to the pre
views.
The evening began with four
seasonal songs conducted by
Pfautsch. Piano music was pro
vided by Elizabeth Kiricpatrick,who
is a part time music instmctor at
CSUSB.
CSUSB student Beverly Brule

Maria's
Cafe
Lounge

sang threesongs conducted byCom
poser Ned Rorem. William Adams,
a senior at CSUSB sang *The Ser
mon," which is a song that was
featured in the play Susannah.

The concert choir also sang
"Wings Like Eagles," which is a
student composition written by
Patrick Luna.
Sacred Music was perfcxmed
on May 31, and a jazz festival was
performed on Saturday, June 1.

C.D. Review

By Steven Jennings
Photography Editor

Imagine cntenng a car rally,,
bui notice it is just not the same
the Indy 500. There arc no sophis
ticated ground effects on the cars,
no diligent pit crow, and no pace
Joe Long, CahfomiaSttuc UnivcrM!\. ^.m Murur.lino'j Ke.rctUional Sports Director, then comes
along. Long explains it is not a
fjCc it i.*: J timed comp^-hlion. The
tonU'si tn\»»lvoN Ix-mg given a ^.ei
lit lTl^t^ucL^m^ uiuT an aveiage
.S|H50U

-

,75 '
1.75

-

Michelob
Schooners
Slice Pepperoni

Satellite T.V.

in lounge only

parking lot. Just 58 seconds off of
die woiii'ci tiiTie. ihe> were fol
lowed in by second place team
James Flood and Pete Gailin, hav-

miivBie ;5$
and Karla Roberts won the
women's division, posting a re
spectable deviation of 2 minutes i
Long says, "Congratulations
to all those who participated. It
w a - . . 1 g r e a t ;• w i n . '

thcspnng. IIc wLslK-viuiemindj U
CSLMi stuitciiis.*!H^n't si).\ uie.

Sisters of Mercy have a 'Vision Thing'
By Mitchell Halbrelch
Campus Life Editor

big beat characterizes what can be
heard on Vision Thing. Andrew
Eldriteh electrifies the soul with his
deep, dark, and almost cryptic voice.

Powerful songs such as More
and Detonation Boulevard really
This CD is great toturn up loud
make The Sisters of Mercy's latest
andgrindto. With a strong beat and
CD Vision Thing a powerful hit.
harsh vocals this CD has become
This is the band's third album and is
popular at a lot of parties.
increasingly getting more attention
on alternative stations such as
By far the best track on thisCD
is More, this song is provided with
KROQ and91X.
Strong guitar and bass with a great vocals by Eldritch, moving
ATTENTION
MARKETING AND BUSINESS MAJORS
Major Intemational Corporation has Summer positions available
in our Marketing/Sales Depts. Candidates elegibie after success
fully completing the Company's 40 hour Business Training Semi
nar, provided by the company free-of-cost. Opportunity provides:
above average income, travel, scholarships apd incentives. To
secure interview app't. call...

(714) 684-8847

2222 E. Highland
San Bernardino
862-1000

Specials: 5p.m. Close
7 day s week

One IN optMr-d to umipieie
thccourse tnaspccifie, hut ungiven
amount of lime. The winner is the
team which completes the course
with the lowest margin of error,
Cindy Schoficld mentioned,
"This looks like fun. We should :
have entered instead of working," :
Karen Schumacher respOi«i. I
"Yes, but we don't have a car!"
^That's right! Besides, I really :
need tluii S-t42 an lirnir
ncTi year...," CtMue.leJ Sehoheld
Fhis years tji rjUs rt<nilrd ui
sc>meouisumdingre.sulis.FirstpIace ^
went to Stii (.'ijyion and Bill
Begoire, as they pulled intoJetry's;

guitar rhythms, and excellent back
up vocals that play well off one
another. Some other songs to look

Graduate Programs

5185 HALLMARK PARKWAY
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92407
(714)887-1000

1/2 OFF FOR 2 MONT
*5X5 = $12.00
*5X10 = $30.00
*10X10 = $50.00
OFFICE HOURS - 8:00 a.m. to 5:30p.m.
GATE HOURS-7:00 a.m. to 7:00p.m.
CALL FOR DETAILS.

I \iv I itii n tJi I \ \ f K\i

CONTINUING A TRADITION OF
EXCELLENCE

Public Administration
• DPA Doctor of Public Administration

June 22 - September 7
Monday
Tuesday

MGMT520
MGMT/PA 554

Wednesday PADM500
Thursday
PADM 534

SELF STORAGE

out for on this CD are Detonation
Boulevard, When You Don't See
Me, and Doctor Jeep.

Saturday

MGMr523

Saturday

PADM 547

Effective Leadership
Labor Negotiations &
Collective Bargaining
Managing Public C^gantzaaiE^
Administration of Hnanciai :
Resources
Organizational
&
Development
Analysis of the
System

Accredited by the Western Association
of Schools and Colleges (WASC)
University of La Verne
1950 Third Street
La Verne, CA 91750
Graduate Information Office
(714) 593-3511, Ext. 4503

iSiffllpiyS LOIF
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The Boz makes his acting debut in a movie that actuaiiy has plot
By Richard Kontra
Co-Sports Editor
Brian Bosworth cleaned up

when he signed his football con
tract, and now Bosworth is taking
his size to the big screen in his
debut for the movie Stone Cold.

What about the movie?
By Karen Brummltt
staff Wrtter
Bill Murray and Richard
Dreyfuss team up for laughs, and
score big on the big screen.
What About Bob? satires the
psychiatrist-patient relationship.
Bill Murray (Bob) is pcHtrayed as a
multi-phobic, neurotic, basket case
named Bob, who latches on to his
newest shrink.
Dr. Leo Marvin (Dreyfuss) is a
successful psychiatrist who's recent
mental-help book won him an inter
view on Good Morning America.
Marvin goes on vacation im
mediately after acquiring Bob as a

patient Insecure Bob has never
t)een apart from his head shrinker,
so he hunts Marvin down and thor
oughly invades his life.
When Bob meets the family
and friends,and they love his inno
cent, boyish charisma.
Everything hits the fan when
Bob steals the show during the Good
Morning America interview.
Finally thestory explodes with
a funny finale fitting the madcap
melody of the movie orchestrated
by Bob.
Murray and Dreyfussare a win
ning team and the second string
supporting cast give 100% locreate
a chemistry for comedy.

Bosworth plays FBI agent Joe
Huff who attempts to infiltrate a
gang called the Brotherhood in (»-der to take them down as well as
arrest the maHa as well.
He is blackmailed into doing it
because if hedoesn't, his three week
suspension from the FBI turns into
six months.
Bosworth's pCTformance isn't
terrible and the movie isn't com
pletely action. It has some type of
logical storyline and although the
movie isn't spectacular, Bosworth
may have a future in the movies.
While Bosworth doesn't have
much todo as far as acting, there are
no dramatic scenes here, Bosworth
holds his own in playing the part of
a mean FBI agent.
Bosworth took a risk and this
movie won't bring instant stardom.
If you're in the mood to see an
action flick, give it a try and see if
you wind up out in the cold.

Stone Cold: Brian Bosworth stands alone as FBI agent John Stme in
his movie debut, 'Stone Cold.'

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advanti^e. It helps
keep you awake and mentally dert for hours. Safely and conveniently So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar

sysu™ to, m.
llic*s<ilrecl«d.C«Dainsciffnneeqalntrai<i(nKi(iip5o(cclier

vivarin:
C BecdiaD Inc 1988
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Opportunity for business majors
By Stacy McClendon
Production Manager
Some graduating students
know the feeling: they have a de
gree but no job prospects. It does
not have to be that way. Belonging
to a professitmal organization such
as the growing American Produc
tion and Inventory Control Society
(APICS) can lead directly into jobs.
APICS has over 70,000 mem
bers naticm wideand 60 members at
California State University, San
Bernardino.
APICS has four to five national
seminars per year and the club has
weekly speakers.
The club also takes field trips.
In April, members toured Sunkist
Growers in Ontario, and today they
toured Mico West division, also in
Ontario.
APICS national develops is
sues such as how to have a more
productive production line, cost
control, materials requirement plan
ning, and "Just in Time" inventwy
control. If none of these sound
familiar, it is because they are terms

unique to the study of Productions
and Operations management.
In fact, in order to join APICS,
a student must be currently enrolled
in a course relating to the field.
CSUSB offers a B.A. empha
sis in Production and Operations
Management under the Adminis
tration major and may soon offer
B.S. and MBA degrees.
APICS also offers a Certificate
in Inventory and Production Man

agement which is similar to the CPA
certificate in accounting. To pre
pare for the CIPM, APICS adviser,
Dr. John Abdol recommends stu
dents take six prepatory courses.
Jake N. Gansereit is President,
Susaniel Kesling-Kuntz is Vice
President, Ru-Fa Chen is Treasurer,
Laura Kreissl is secretary, and
Aileen Crawford is Publicity.
Interested students can call
Abdol at campus X-5776.

Future teachers
get a little 'wild'
By Renee Groese
Club Editor
Project Wild, a workshop held
by theStudentCalifomiaTeacher's
Association took place from 8a.m.
to 3 p.m. on Saturday, June 1 at

ircle K announces officers for 1991-92
By Stacy McClendon
Production Manager
The 1991-1992 Board for the
volunteer oriented Circle K club
are President Jennie Stovall, Vice
President Emi Suzuki, Treasurer
Tammy Lybrand, Past President
and Publicity Chair, Les
Dinerstein,Financeand Scrapboc^
Chair Harry Lopez, and Project
Chair, Sheila Pallas.

The Secretary position remains
open.
"We plan to become even more
active in the community by provid
ing more service," Stovall said.
The club hopes to raise $10,000
for March of Dimes fund-raiser us
ing the Twister game. They antici
pate 700-1000 people will partici
pate in the activity.
Some of the benefits and ser
vices gained by Circle K Interna

1

tional members include member
certificate and seals, member
cards, member handbook, the
CircleKMagazine,leadership de
velopment, campus and commu
nity service, professional devel
opment, friendship, scholarship
opportunities, and experienced
counseling.
"The up-coming year should
prove to
an exciting year of
service," Stovall said.

CalifOTnia State University, San
Bernardino.
Three Master's degree candi
dates in the Environmental Ingram
presenters spoke at Project Wild.
Many activities took place at the
workshq) that focused on environ
mental lessons in the classrooms
for teachers.
Senior BrendaSelby,president
of the Student California Teacher's
Association said the workshop,"will
make my teaching lessons more
interesting and diverse, and will
teach thechildren how to think about
environmental issues."
The activities that took place at
Project Wild were ones that were
based on theactivity guide for Proj
ect Wild. All the activities have
been field tested in classrooms.
Students had the opportunity at the
wortcsht^ to participate in the ac
tivities and learn how to do the
lessons for the classrooms.

suimmar !

Monday - Friday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
starting June 17,
MOVIE TICKETS:
AMC - $3.50
Krikorian - $3.50
General Cinema - $4.00
Pacific - $4.00
Edwards - $3.75

Tickets for
Magic Mountain :
$13.00 child
$17.00 adult
ASSOCIATED -

STllDEfSlS
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Interfraternity Council news
By Charlene S. Hurley
Greek Editor
The Interfraternity Council has
been working this quarter to ensure
that next years fraternal system is
successful.
Their first task was to break the
barriers that separated the new offi
cers from operating with each other.
Their goal was to create finely
tuned working relationships for
next year.
With activities suchas fall rush,
Greek Week, socials, and other
events, good relationships are esential to strengthening the system.
The council's biggest job has
been to clarify the rules of the sys
tem. In previous years, hazy guide
lines have lead to a lack of respect
between each of the Greek houses
and to the Interfraternity Council.

and bruises during Greek Week this
quarter largely due to undefined
rules.

cil isplanning on handing out seven
major awards at a banquet follow
ing Greek We^.

I. F. C. is attempting to tailor
guidelines and rules to fit accord
ingly to the current needs of the
rapidly growing Greek system at
California Stale University, San
Bernardino.

Criteria for the awards will be
clearly defined on paper to explain
exactly what each fraternity must
do to compete for Greek awards.

Interfraternity Council Presi
dent, J. Bradley Hoiton said, 'The
I.F.C. has been trying to clear up
any misconceptions of why these
rules exist and how we intend to in
corporate them into our current
system. Both Rick Moral and
F^nhellenic have been instrumen
tal in helping us achieve this goal."
Another way I.F.C. is hoping
to strengthen the fraternal system,
is to iiKrease communication within
the greek community.

The system took some bumps

To achieve thisgoal, the coun-

STOP
CRAMMINGI
2nd MONTH FREE
5x10 NEW MOVE IN ONLY

By defining the rules and regu
lations clearly, the council hopes to
rid any suggestions of foul play, or
any attempts to circumvent the
rules.
The criteria has been distrib
uted to the delegates of each house,
so that each fraternity will know
exactly what they must do to pre
pare for the awards next year.
Awards Include: Man of the
Year, Scholar of the Year (chapter
and individual). Intramural Cham
pions, Greek Week Champions,
Best Pledge Class, and the
President's Trophy.
Horton said, "Hopefully with
clearly defined criteria and rules,
sportsmanship and tradition can be
built from these awards. The Inter
fraternity Council is proud of its ac
complishments thus far,and we look
to next year with great expecta
tions. Our I.F.C.is aia level that we
may all be proud of."

Faculty member
receives award
By Charlene S. Hurley
Greek Editor

a television newscaster for KRCJR
Channel 7 in Redding, Calif. In
addition, he has worked five years
Professor Jim Eller Jr. was in Air Traffic Control, Military
unanimously elected Panhellenic Police, and he served his country as
Council Faculty Member of the a U.S. Marine.
Contributing to the community
Year, by Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha Phi,
is
also
important to Eller. He has
and Kappa Delta SOTorities.
served
as Chaplain to Vietnam
The contributions he has given
Veterans
of America, Delegate/
to the students at Calif(xnia State
Minority
Affairs
Representative,
University, San Bernardino were
and
as
speaker
for
over 100 civic
recognized at a banquet earlier in
clubs,
organizations,
and churches
the quarter.
Eller holds a bachelor's degree in 10 different states, Washington
in History /Economics from Chico D.C., and Canada.
Above all, Eller is a family
State University, and a master's in
Divinity from Southern Seminary. man. He places his wifeof25 years,
Eller is also a member of Phi Kappa Cherrlyn, an instructor at CSUSB,
Phi National Honor Society. These first on his list of many primties.
degrees have lead to 11 years of He enjoys snow skiing with family
teaching: management, sales, mar and iriends,reading classical litera
keting, media, newscasting, and ture, and watching live theater; and
names CSUSB productions as some
programming work.
Before coming to CSUSB, of his favorites.
Eller was an instructor at Riverside Look for Eller in courses such as
Community College, University of Oral Communication, Inter-cultural
California at Riverside, and Grace Communication, Upper Division
Church and Schools. He was also Writing, and Briefings and Presen
an Advertising/Sales Account Ex tations for the National Securities
ecutive at Brown and Bigelow, and Program.

Children's Center
receives donation
By J. Bradley Horton
Special to The Chronicle
The Children's Center at Calif6mia Slate University, San Ber
nardino was presented a check for
$3,501 in a ceremony last Monday.
The money was raised by all
Greek fraternities and sororities
during Greek Week as one of the
competitions.

MINI-SPACE

1450 W. 23rd

(No. of Highland at
Mt. Vernon)

887-2351
u705

Through sponsor sheet dona
tions and a recycling drive, the
Greeks collectively gathered the
money to present to the Children's
Center, in an effort to support the
center's needs.

Photo by Steven Jennings

The ceremony took place out
side the Children's Center where
Panhellenic Council President,
Dana Yamato, and Interfraternity
Council President, J. Bradley H OT -

ton presented the check to Kimberly Harris, the director of the
Children's Center.
Representatives from both
councils who were present agreed

that,"As Greeks, we want the cam
pus to know that we are concerned
about the University's needs, and it
feels good to see such a worthwhile
cause benefit from our efforts."
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R.A.s announced for Serrano Village
By Paul Robinson
Staff Writer

The new R.A.'s willgo through
six different training sessions this
quarter including an introduction
seminar, a date rape seminar, and a

The Resident Assistant staff
for Serrano Village has
been announced for the
1991-92 school year ~
after a three stage in
"I enjoyed
terviewing process.

mer off to prqiare themselves for
the upccMning year.

living here and
want to help students enjoy
living on campus"
-Amy Fonken,
RA in Badger Hall

More than 30 stu
dents applied for sevoi
positicms. The eighth
position is filled by
Christina Van Dyke
who is a current R.A.
She will remain in Mojave Hall.

The seven new R.A.*sare: Eric
Flannum (who will be in Arrow
head Hall), Amy Fonken (Badger
Hall), JuliaFurst (Waterman Hall),
Val Jamora (Joshua Hall), Michele
Perdue (Tokay Hall). Tyler
Tread way (Shandin Hall), and
Michael Viscomi (Morongo Hall).

leadership conference.
The R.A.*s met their returning
residentsatthcHousingMonopoly
held earlier this year. The Housing
Monopoly allowed returning resi
dents to choose their own rooms
for next year.
The R.A.*s will have the sum

Furst said she applied for the
R.A. position because"Iwantedto
get more in
volved,**and looks
forward to work
ing with people
and theleadership
experience. "A lot
goes into the job,**
she explained.

Next fall
will kick off with a weekerKl retreat
filled with skills building sessions
and "programs that will help build
asenseoffamiIyamongtheR.A.*s
andgivetheR.A.*sareIaxing start,*
said AssistantCocrdinator for hous
ing, Byron Howlett
The retreat will be followed
by a week of intense training semi
nars to help prepare the R.A.*s for
*'the most difficult student assis
tant job on campus," Howlett said.
Fonken is looking forward to
the challenge. "I enjoyed living
her (in Serrano Village) and... I
want to help students enjoy living
on campus," she said.

Commencement
exercises slated

Nearly 4,000 students at California State University, San
Bernardino are eligible to participate in the university's 25th
Commencement, Saturday, June 15 at SiSOpm. The outdoor cer
emony will be held on the lawn area between the cast side of the
John Pfau Library and the Gymnasium. This group of graduates is
the largest class in Cal State history to walk in Commencement
exercises.
Also at this time, Cal State will recognize its Outstanding
Graduate and Undergraduate, along with its Most Distinguished
Alumni.
Lois Carson, executive director of the County of Riverside's
Department of Community Action, will deliver Cal State's keynote
Commencement address Her speech, tilled "The Institution and
the Individual: Enter to Learn - Depart to Serve," will focus on
encouraging graduates to si4)port their alma mater and to become
involved in community service.Carson is a member of Cal State's
first graduating class.
Several dignitaries will join Carson on June 15as members of
Cal State's Commencement platform party. These individuals
include: Dr. Ellis McCune, acting chancellor of the California State
University; Assemblyman Paul Woodruff, 61st Assembly District;
and Dr. Luis S. Gomez, acting president of Crafton Hills Commu
nity College.
The Distinguished Undergraduate Student Award will be
presented to San Bernardino resident Debra Kay Ledford who is
graduaung with a B.A. degree in psychology with a G.PJ\. of 3.74.
Twenty-four- year-old Joseph V. Fengler is the recipient of this
year's Outstanding Graduate Student Award. Fengler holds a B.A.
degree from the University ofLaVemein political science and will
receive a master's degree in national security studies with a OP.A.
of3.68. Gomez wiU be receiving the Distinguished Alumni Award
bestowed annually by CSU San Bernardino.

fiSAoiunoii

Would like to congratulate the college
graduates of *1991'
Join us for comedy nights featuring top ranked
comics Weds.-Thurs. nights atgiOO p.m.
And don't miss our weekends featuring top
blues bands such as The Mighty Flyers,
Mitch Woods and his Rockets, and J.T Wat
son. Fri,Sat,&Sun evenings.
NO COVER CHARGE! Bring this add for one
.25 margarita during the month of June.

The Chronicle
is looking for reporters, photographers, and editors
for the 1991-92 school year.
Get involved in your campus!
Develop leadership potential!
Beef up your resume'!
Leam valuable writing and computer skills!

"Ole Dinners", Fajitas chicken or beef includ
ing a margarita for only $6.95
Happy Hour 4-7 p.m. Mon-Fri.
Carlos O'Briens is located off the 91 freeway,
(central exit.)
north of Harris Co. in the Riverside Plaza.
(714) 686-5860.
A

All students*All majors*All experience levels needed.

Leave your name and phone number with Dr. Gannon
at campus extention 5815 and a Chronicle staff
member will contact you.
We're looking forward to a great year!
"TiT'.-.-i,-,

rft
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Last bash packs Pub
by Alleen Crawford
Asst. Business Manager
Associated Students Produc
tions and the Student Union Pro
gramming Board hosted "The End
of The World Party Part IV, The
Last Luau", on Wednesday, May
29 at the Student Union.
lite party has become a yearend tradition at California State
University, San Bernardino.
The last Luau was an all day
event. Noon-time entertainment
featured World Peace Posse which
attracted the largest crowd of all
afternoon bands this year. The
evening pary, running from 8:30midnight, took place at Wylie's
Pub.
The party started small, butby
10:30 students filled Wylie's.
Audio Excellence DJ.'d the mu
sic, and stud^Us were dancing to

the rap beat in their end of the
world t-shirts.
Caution streamers hung from
the door warning all students on
entry. Fish nets hung from theceiling, palm treesand pineapples were
all about,and balloons were every
where. There was ev«i a pig, not
the roastable kind as he was stuffed,
fully decked in Hawaiian lays.
The beer chug was thespecial
event of theevening. BillBaumann
earned highest honms.
Charles Wu came "to hang
out and party"and Karl Desmarais
came "to have a beer." Everyone
was in festive spirits.
Dusty West, the ASP escape
vice chairman, said she would like
to see the party continue yearly
because it gives the students who
go here all of these years a tradi
tional party to mark the end of
every year.

End of the World Party!!!
Photographs by Steven Jennings
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A new event was imple
mented this quarter: the Mid
week Howl. Held on Wednes
days, it allowed clubs and
campus organizations vis
ibility and the ability to raise
money. Here are a few pic
tures of the events.

J

r
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BUD SUMMER '91
''THE SEARCH FOR
B U D M A N "

This summer look for special
BUD SUMMER "Search for BUDMAN"
entry certificates at your
favorite store's BUD Family display.
Mail in the certificate and you
couid instantly win one of over
50,000 BUD SUMMER Fun prizes!

PNINSTANTLY BYMAIL

11
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Congratulations
Graduates!!!
KSSB-FM to continue broadcasting
over the summer months

Campus radio station KSSB 106.3 FM will continue to broadcast
over the summer months and into the Fall quarter. KSSB offers a non
commercial diversified format ranging fromaltemative rock to adult
contemporary to r^. Request and information lines are always q>en at
(714) 880-KSSB.

Want to work on
The Chronicle?
See ad on page 9.

Cynthia Pringle
needs a Gal
Photographs can State jingle

be developed at
Bookstore

Get your photos developed at
the Coyote Bookstore. Drop box
locations are in the Commons, Stu
dent Union, Housing Mail room
and in the Bookstore. Photos can
then be picked up in the Bookstore.

If you ccHild utter 10 words or
less, what would you say to typify
Cal State San Bernardino? The gist
of your phrase could turn into a
slogan for the university if you fOTward your suggestions to Cynthia
Pringle in Public Affairsby June 21
at 5pm. For more information, call
(714)880-5007. '

Cafe Shalom to
offer dancing
folk-style
Cafe Shalom, international folk
dancing, I be held on June 22 from
7:30pm to 10pm at Temple Emanu
El, 35th and E Streets in San Ber
nardino. Instruction takes place dur
ing the first hour followed by re
quests. All are invited to attend.
Admission donation is$2 for adults
and $1 for children under 12. For
information, call (714) 886-4818
or (714) 824-8210.

Scholarship opportunities offered by Kirby dealers
Independent Kirby distributors, in conjunction with the Kirby Company (manufacturer of home care
systems) are ccxitinuing their annual College Scholarship Program, "Makin' the Grade." The scholarships range
from $250 to $1,000. This is designed to give college students a realistic alternative to dead-end summer jobs,
the program emphasizes time management, communcation skills, and professionalism in an actual business
setting. Participants work as full-time and part-time independent Kirby dealers during June, July and August,
competing for monthly scholarships based on total sales. For more information contact the local Kirby dealer or
call (216) 228-2400.

School of Education offers new teaching course

A new course is being offered giving students a unique opportunity to give community serviceand help to
kids whoneed them and earn credits.
Sherry Howie,i^ofessor of secondary/vocational education at CSUSB
will be teaching Education 542D, Community Service in Adolescent Literacy. Here is a prime opportunity for
students to earn credits and teach ninth-grade high school students who have tested at or below the 36th
percentile in reading on the California Tests of Basic Skills. For mwe information call Dr. Howie at (714) 8805627 or the School of Education at (714) 880-5600.

Take classes towards diploma over the summer

You can continue working on your degree uiis summer! Summer Session classes tegin June 21 and most
of the University's academic programs are offered. Walk-through regisu^tion is June 18. Summer Session is
coordinated by the Office of Extended Education and isnot state-supported. Fees are higher, but you have a better
chance of getting the classes you want and attending Summer Session brings you that much closer to fmishing
your degree. You can pick up a free copy of the Summer Session catalog, which outlines the summer schedule,
fees, and registration procedures, at the Officeof Extended Education, PL-560. For more information, call (714)
880-5975.

Lagoon/water park opens in Jurupa
The Letterman
set to perform
in Fontana

The Letterman will be perform
ing at the Fontana Performing Arts
Center Friday, June 7.The
Letterman have had hits such as
"WhenlFallinLove","Theme From
a Summer Place, Put your Head on
My Shoulder, and Goin'Out of My
Head/Can't Take My Eyes OjfYou.
Tickets are available at the Per
forming Arts Center or at the
Fontana Chamber of Commerce.
The tickets range in price - $20, $25
oralimitednumberofGoldenCircle
tickets for $50 which includes a
"Meet the Artists" reception imme
diately following the performance.
For tickets and information, call

The Martin Tudor Jurupa Lagoon and Water Park located at 11660 in
Jurupa will be open through June 30, weekends only. On July 1, the lagoon
will open daily thru Sept. 2. The park features a 418-foot water slide and
spacious lagoOT, plus sandy beaches, snack bar and play equipment. The
facility is open from 10am to 5pm. For informaticHi call (714) 350-7635

from May 24 issue
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Marcla Rigney
Runner-Ups

Debbie Hanson
Diana Hyland
Sharon Chen
Paul Medure
Sponsored by:
Jim's Pets • Canada Yogurt • Shark Club
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IN 10 MONTHS
Elcmcntary/Secondary
NEW

CLASSES BEGJN EVERY

TEN WEEKS

Experience cointort in exciting new colors
and styles tor men, women
and children. Repair
service available.

CHAPMAN COLLEGE - MORENO VALLEY
Dcgrrr Iti Any Ai€?. Rpqui^d
Evening CltSfS • Ten Mcnili Program
Otfipf Courses Offered Lead To:
MasJer of ArU Education
BA/Social Science
BSHeallh Scieix r
MS'Psychnlogv Counsvi'ng MFCC

12968-D FREDERICK STREET
MORENO VALLEY,CA
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Editor finds personai
satisfaction in year

, , . thanks,^' f t s been-Pan..

By Kim Perkins
EdHor-in-Chelf
Well, we've come to the end of another year. It has had its ups and downs,
btu the rewards have been worth it all.
TheChroniclehas survived two editors, two advisers, and many staff change
overs. Yet in my ^es, has come out shining.
Early on in the Winter quarter when The Chronicle was in danger of going
under, a group of very dedicated people including myself believed that we could
make it work. Fortunately, those in charge supported us too and gave us the goahead. The remainder of the winter quarter served as a time of rebuilding and
paain^TheChronicle back on itsfeet Once I wasestablished as editor and knew
I wasreturning in the Spring quarto*, the ball was rolling. Many of the ideas! had
longed to incorporate were on the threshold of being accomplished.
Among these were; a new format that included twenty pages of a carefully
designed la>*out, the building of a staff from four persons to 24 persoru, the
implementation of new pages such as clubs, greeks, and bulletin bo^. a system
page editors and delegation of powers, an efficient system for business and
advertising, public relations which promoted a treasure hunt and Chronicle Tshiits, and anew guideline for ethics and jotimalistic goals.
I have greatly enjoyed this time but I could not have done it without the
devoted staff behind me. They have been a delight to work with and greatly
encouraged me.
It has been a wonderful opportuni^ for me to grow and do things I did not
know I could do. .
I want to thank those who made it possible including God, my ever-present
guide and my parents who sat up late nights wondering if I was ever coming home.
Next year. The Chronicle will be a lab papCT in the Communications
department and will again be undergoing changes. I feel that it will be a good
chmge and it will eventually make the paper stronger Joumistically as well as in
many other areas than it has ever been before.
As we reach the end of this year, we are also thinking about the beginning
of a new one. I wishThe Chronicle much continued success and hope that it will
bring as much joy to others as it has tome.

Is it the pub
orWInchells?

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:

my car. Do you think it is wise to be
in here while the entire campus is
left unprotected?"
They responded by asking if I
had ever heard of a break. Well,
indeed I have, but I asked why were
they taking theirs at the same time?
After answering me, the officers decided they had heard enough
and told me to get out. So as I was
leaving, I sarcastically thanked them
for their time and referred to the
$36.00 I spent for their smices.
Their only respcmse was, "We have
to pay it too!" I don't think it
occured to them that they park their
cars at the police station, while i
havetoparknearthedorms. (Which
car do you think is going to be
vandalized?)
Maybe I came off wrong to
these cops, but my point is still
valid. Because th^ is a lack of
man power, the campus police have
to make the most of what they've
goL That means being on the job
when they are supposed to be, and
having a policy of not taking their
breaks simultaneously, especially
at night It would be a shame if a
crime more serious than stereo steal
ing (i.e. rape, murder) was ccmimited
while they wwe taking their welldeserved break.

I am an average student who
drives an average car who also pays
$36.00 dollars every quarter for the
privlege of parking my car here.
And suprisingly, like a lot of stu
dents at California State Univer
sity, San Bernardino (CSUS B), T ve
had my fair share of broken win
dows and stolen stereos. Up to
now, I have assumed thatit was just
part of the risk of coming to a school
that didn't fund its campus police
very well, that maybe the police
were doing the best they could. I
have discovered different, however.
About two weeks ago, I was
leaving the library aftera late night
study session (around 1:30 a.m) and
ft^ walking past thepub, I noticed
two squad cars patted outside (the
only two squad cars patrolling the
campus that night.) ^^en I looked
in the pub, i saw the two patrolm^
sitting at a table with some of the
staffthat work there. Idon'thaveto
tell you that this was extremely frus
trating to see. So, I worked up my
courage, knocked on the dotn*, and
was reluctantly let in. The first
thing I said to the patrolmen was,
'Dai'ttake this the wrong way, but
I have had two stereos stolen from Karl C. Rocha

Budget
Solutions

referendums "on company time."
It would prevent a defeated mea
sure from being put on the ballot for
at least two years. It would apply
The state's budget crisis and local election codes to fee ref^enthreats of major cutbacks and stu dum campaigns. The bill would
dent fee increases in the University also assure that students, not ad
of California (UC) and Califmiia ministrators would exercise opera
StateUniversity (CSU) systems, are tional governance and management
generating public protests and c(xi- of programs and facilities funded
siderable media coverage. Mean by these self-assessed student fees.
A.B. 1884 responds to serious
while, a bill designed to help keep
student fees lower may not be get abuses which have been experienced
ting thepublic attention it deserves. by students in recent years. The bill
It is Assembly bill 1884(A.B. 1884.) cleared the Higher Education Com
It aims tocurtail sharply rising cam- mittee with 8 "yes" and 3 "no"
pus-based student fees. (Campus- votes. On June 5, it will be consid
based fees are assessed locally at ered by the Ways and Means Com
individual campuses of the UC and mittee. Students statewidearecontacting legisl^ures and urging sup
• CSU systems.)
Lee Butterfield, the executive port This is a good bill and I hope
director of the University of Cali that studentsat California State Unifornia Students Association v^ity, San Bernardino will do the
(UCSA) says that runaway costs same. Phone calls and letters to
threaten access to high^education. legislators CAN sway their v(Xes.
UCSA drafted A.B. 1884., and the We can't afford to have public col
California State Students Associa leges and universities only the
tion (CSSA) is also backing the bill. wealthy can afford!
If the bill becomes law, it would
require full ballot disclosure of Excerpts from a letter to
amount and duration of any pro The ChronieU
posed fees; impact on financial aid from
resources; and exact the disposition Montgomery R. Koopkin
of fees collected. It would also Legal Affairs Coordinator
prohibit administrators from cam UCSD's
paigning for or against student fee New Indicator newspaper

Recognition
I believe a great mistake
occurred in the last edition of
your paper. In the story about
"An Italian-Am^can Reconcilia
tion", all the characters names
were named. All the actors names
were included in parentheses. All
except for one. "^e leading role
of Huey Maximillian Bonfigliano,
was played not by a nameless
actcx, [but one who has] earned
his second consecutive invitation
to the Irene Ryan Acting Compe
tition as a result of his i^ormance in the play.
I believe that an injustice was
[perpetrated] upon Karl
Desmarais, and his name should
be printed along with a statement
by the editorial staff, apologizing
for the mistake. Common
decency dictates that you do not
leave out one person's name in a
list of six, especially one who did
such an outstanding job in the
production.
Nick Nazarian

Ad Nauseum
$35,0(X).00 is more than the
average American will make in the
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IPllMi©!!

WRITE

THE
CHRONICLE!

RELATIONSHIPS:
neck? Well, it'sridiculous! People
should stop trying to constantly la
mething?
bel the expression of emotions, and
SHE: I'm soiry , that is not instead, concentrate on experienc
t^Imeant at all, not what I meant ing them. Itisfruitlessand wasteful
to use time spent together in debate
at all
instead of enjoying the pleasure of
Relationships. How hard each othCTs' company. Relation
ttey are to define; how hard to ex ships should be islands of comfort
plain; how hard to recognize. How in the tempest of life, not thundCTimy times have you been "in- clouds whichadd to the chaos of the
votved" with someone,only to find storm.
The key to this is the ex
thatthe definition of this word becomes a major issue? When does pressing of emotion within a rela
tiiat "someone" become your "sig tionship. A p«wn should know
nificant other", your "girlfriend/ how another feels because of their
l)oyfiiend'',or(yikes!) your"mate?" actions, not because it has been
"Just what does our 'rela- sweated out This is not to say that
the v^balizaticm of emotions is to
IUD' mean?"
How often has that ques be neglected, but rather, words
tion raised the hair <MI a person's should accompany such acts that do
HE: But, I thought we had

<•

I
:
I

i

express the nature of a rel^Uionship. relations, there would be no need
But such verbal expression should for concern or communication.
RelaticMiships are the in
only be volunteered, and chCTished
teraction
of people with people.
doubly so.
Asking pointed questions They are not always perfect (ah,
about the nature or progress of a that it were so I) but they do not need
relaticHiship is a sign of insecurity, detailed definition and extrapola
degree. Such activity
and should be avoided at all costs. tion to the
is
just
a
waste
of time and a lack of
Sensitivity, however, cannot be ig
ccmcem
fw
anything
that is mean
nored. If one senses that a relation
ingful.
Don't
quibble
over words,
ship is heading in a direction that is
justinteractand
thedetails
will woik
unexpected and not desired, that is
themselves
out.
Express
yourself
the time to voice objection or con
with
actions,
and
when
necessary,
cern. It is vital that these concerns
be discussed in a manner both civil add words to underscore their mean
and with much listening. Confron ing. Don'tbeafraidtoexpresshow
tation is anathema! Because after you feel, but don't whine or con
all, it is in order to maintain some stantly ask for "relationship-up
sort of relationship that discussions dates." If you do, you'll become
were undertaken in the first place. tiresome and irritating. Then it
Were there no desire for continued won't matter, you'll be alone.

Send comments, let
ters, opinions, car
toons and other mis
cellany to the Student
Union, Room 103. Or,
drop off
material in
Mail Box 15 of the Stu
dent Union. "Letters to
the Editor" should be
approximately 300
words, but longer let
ters may be consid
ered. Letters must be
double-spaced, and ei
ther typed or printed.
Letters must be signed.
Anonymous and offen
sive letters will not be
printed.

The Chronicle
Editor In Chief
Kim Perkins
Editors
Managing Editor

fiscal year of 1991. In fact, the
average American pulls in a paltry
$22,000.00
before
taxes.
$440,000.00 isabout what the avo-ageAmerican will make in 20 years
ifwebarinflation factors and taxes.
Associated Students, Incorporated
(AS!) gets tq)proximately the same
amount to toy with each year
($432,000.00 this year.) And lately,
they seem to be having one heck of
a time with our money.
hxpoDay. What the hell was
that? Whoops! we spelled Earth
Day wrong on the flyers! Ifmd it
amazing that ASl spent $10,000.00
lOn an event that probably 98% of
thecampusdidn'teitherdidn'tknow
about or was mistaken [about] the
real events. 1 find it logical to
j assume if the student body had realI ized ASl was spending that kind of
money onan event,and knew it was
something even remotely dealing
with EarthDay, perhi^s it wouldn't
have been such a dismal failure.
Perhaps if ASl people put as much
work intothe flyers for "Expo Day"
as they did on their election flyers,
we might have shown up!
Computers, everyone's friend
and everyone's worst enemy. But
the future ASl officers needn't
worry about that, they have six
^rand-new ones right in the ASl
offices. They won't ever have to

hope, pray, borrow, beg or bribe to
use a computer. Or, God forbid,
have to come back another time.
Perhaps waiting in line is too much
for our student leaders. Four com
puters meant that they couldn't type
that paper and play Tetris at the
same time. Now they can write
little notes to each other in their
spare time, because the computers
are conveniently hidden in the ASl
offices. They will never have to
fight for a computer at 2am, even
though 11,268 olher students may
have to.
It is time to take a closer look at
our student government, and think
about having a recall election, as
suggested by PrarKes Jeffries. To
quash any impure thoughts about
the motives behind my letter, 1 personally don't know Manny Barba,
Frances Jeffiries, Michelle MillCT or
Patrick Cooney. Therefore, I have
no actual opinion about any of them.
1do however, have information fiom
sources other than their letters. The
majority of my information came
firom other sources. Ihaveaskedfor
copies of ASl expenditures, and, as
a matter of facL their mysterious
bylaws. As a student 1 have a right
to peruse them and 1 will make
fur^er findings public in my next
letter.
To close, Michelle, Patrick and

the officers of ASl, we are angry,
and 1 hope the truth will exonerate
you. If not, what will? We elected
you, we gave you power, but you
must answer to us. And you will.

Michael Bremmer

Waste not.
Want not!
1 am sickened and infuriated
by the blatant waste of water by the
California State University, San
Bernardino (CSUSB). Every day
for hours, 1 am a witness to the
indiscriminate vcxniting of copious
amounts of waterfrom broken sprin
kler heads all over campus. 1 have
seen Physical Plant employees drive
by these orifices of infamy in their
little carts, either oblivious or un
concerned with the problem they
present
We residents of California are
in a drought! Despite the fact that
less than 15% of water use in the
state is non-agricultural, everyone
must do their part to conserve wa
ter. What kind of example is the
University setting? Ifmy 20 minute
shower uses 600 gallwis of water,
how many do scores of jaggededged PVC pii)es belching ^ ob

scene amount of water use?
CSUSB, fix it now!
Words are inadequate to ex
press the rancor of the bile that rises
in my thro£U every time I see this
disregard for our resources. Better
to open all the taps in thedorms and
leave them running for days than
witness this conservation night
mare! At least then peoples' cars
would escape the lime-encrusted
shroud in which they are daily en
tombed, and the water would go
down the drain nicely, never to ob
scenely pool at our feet as we trans
verse a brown/yellow campus cry
ing out in thirst.
We have seen theenemy, and it
is CSUSB.
Anton Nicholaus Baumgartner

Join7/?e
Chronicle staff
next Fall. For
Information con
tact Kim Perkins
in Room 103 of
the Student
Union, Or caWThe
Chronicle at
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IRP extends credit line to The Chronicle
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By Kim Perkins
Editor In Chief
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CONTINUING A TRADITION OF
EXCELLENCE

MBA

MBA Master of Business Administration
. MS Master of Science in Business
Organizational Management

Summer Sessions

1991

Analysis of Contemporary Economics
Analysis of Pacific Rim Business (Field Trip)
(Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore, Hong Kong)
BcBu 455 Human Resources Management
EcBu 531 Investment and Portfolio Analysis
EcBu 543 Institutional Ethics & Corporate Social
Responsibilities
553.3
Seminar in International Management
EcBu
EcBu 554 Se ninar in Labor Negotiattons
. • ••
•
EcBu
EcBu

420
441

RESPECT.
AS AN ARMY NURSE,
YOUTL HAVE IT.
Health care
irofessionals in the Army
oiow how to treat nurses with
the respect they so deserve.
Youll be given the authority,
recognition, prestige and privileges
accorded an crfficer in the U.S. Army.
Youll also find:
New and cjiallenging situations.
• Participation in health care decisions.
Specialized training.
Competitive benefits.
Get a prcrfessional edge on your career today.
Call your local Army Nurse Recruiter for details.

or caU:

1-800-USA-ARMY

Acaedited by the Western Association
of Schools and Colleges (WASC)
University of La Verne
1950 Third Street
La Verne, CA 91750
Graduate Information Office
(714) 593- 3511 Ext. 4503

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

IRP.
cont'd from pg. 1
Fengler said that it did not re
ceive funding due to the wordingof
the request as stated above.
Hendricks, who wrote the request,
denies the charge saying, 'it was
not worded in that way." Students
may request to see IRP records at
the Associated Students, Inc. in the
Student Union, room 105.
If this is the main reason ,the
board may have overlooked one
point in the Guidelines for
Instructionally Related Programs,
CSUSB set forth in February of
1989. On page two, paragr^h three,
it states, "Program categories con
sidered eligible for IRP funding in
clude, but not are limited to, the
following : Intercollegiate Athlet
ics; Radio. Television. Film: Music
and Dance performance; Dramaand
Musical Productions; Art Exhibits;
and Forensics."
Fengler added that the School
of Humanities requested over
$220,000; all of which were signed
by Hendricks. Fengler said that the
dean knew that there was only so
much money available and should
have arranged the requests accord
ingly. He added that about 77% of
the funding was allocated to the
School of Humanities, leaving only
about $20,000 left for therest of the
entire university.
Hendricks responded by say
ing thatit is not her job to change the
requests that she signs. It is the job
of the IRP Board to consider all the
requests they receive and allocate
proportionately. Hendricks also
stated that the requests that came to
her were not out of line; that they
needed all the monies they were
requesting.

Have
a
6RERT
summer!
The Chronicle
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Sale

Jobs

Houses for sale; Great
Investment. 3 Bedroom, 3
Private Bath. Pool and
View. Lots more- owner
leaving state. $169,900
(close to college). 8835717.

Alaska Summer Employ
ment - fish- eries. Earn
$5,000+/month. Free trans
portation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No
exp. necessary. Male or
Female. For employment
call 1 (206) 298-3691
ext.80

For Sale 1984 Camaroblack, T-top V-8, Air, Auto/
O.D., IROC interior $4,800.
Call Tom (days) 880-5975
or (eve.) 886-9181.
2282 College: 5 yrs. new.
4 bedrooms/2 bath, lots
of extras. $134,500.
Submit all offers. Please
call Debbie 889-0621,
Tell A friend or teacher.
For Sale: Adam
Colecovision computer
system $150.00. Also,
portable electric typewriter
$30.00. CaU Tracy 8867772.

YMCA Camp Arbolado
needs resident summer
staff: Ropes course in
structors, certified lifegaurd
and nurses. Contact Beth
Miller at YMCA at (213)
943-7241.

Wanted
Baseball card collector will
buy your baseball, football,
basketball and hockey
cards. Quick cash. Call
Maurice days at (818) 9063550 and eves, at (818)
789-0315.

Wanted: Chronicle staff members
for next year.
See ad on page 9.

9

10 11

•1
•
22

23

Horn needed for Reggae
and Ska Band to play in
Inland Empire, Orange
County and Beach cities
during summer and possi
bly longer. Call Joel at
864-7174 or Zack at 769- '
9257.

Classified and Personal ADS
Classified Rates
$5.00 for first 15 words
and 3O0for each additional word.
Special!!!!
Personal ads for $1.00
for 15 words or less.

Attn. Gamers! Polycon is
returning to SLO on June
21-23,1991, featuring the
AD&D toumament. Preregistration closes May 20.
Write to P.O. Box 4526,
San Luis Obispo, CA
93403 for details.

Send ad requests to: The Chronicle Ad Manager
5500 University Parkway
San Bernardino, Ca 92407

Personal

iWord Processing
Word Processing/ TypingPapers, theses, reports.
Exp. in APA, MLA, medi
cal & Tiu^bian styles. Redlands/Mentone location.
'Susan Watts 794-0094.

E.B.,
THANKS FOR ALL OF
YOUR SUPPORT. WE
ARE GOING TO MISS
YOU!
-THE STAFF

Typing/Word Processing:
reports, theses, resumes,
APA format. Call Joan
887-6131/5 min. from
CSUSB.

Congratulations to Tau
Kappa Epsilon's graduating
class of'91: Michael Shea,
Kenneth Ingram, Jesse
Reyes, Pankaj Patel, Jose
Arturo Paz, Jr., Marc
Gemmel, and Jon Farthing.
TKE is the fraternity for
life.
-All of your Fraters in
Sigma Eta Chapter.

Typing/Word Processing:
reports, thesis, resumes,
APA format. Call Joan
887-6131/5 min. from
CSUSB.

ACROSS
1. Largest continent
5. Direction (abbr.)
S. DiplomBcy
12. Quiet; not working
O. Rule
14. Yon (archak)
15. Dine
16. House overhangings
18. Giri's name
19. News agency (abbr.)
20. Glut
21. Behold
23. Southern state (abbr.)
24. Rent
26. Negro tribe
28. Scope
29. Plunge briefly
30. Sontbem state (abbr.)
32. Bet
33. Smack
34. Association (abbr.)
35. Preparing golf ball
36. Direct something
37. Eight singers
38. Tiers
40. Completely true
41. Egyptian sun god
43. Musiad note
44. Female suffix

45. Greek (abbr.)
47. Collection of poems
49. Lettuce preparation
51. Uon
52. Southern state
55. To the inside
56. IMrection (abbr.)
57. Able to gain «itry

Drea Bollier,
The final for Mr.
Klever's class, Intro to
software, has been moved
to Monday, June 10.
You can accomplish
anything you put your mind
to...
As long as they don't mind.
-S.J.
Shouse- Thanks for helping
with the last issue...
- The Chronicle
Mr. King,
Why weren't you at the
pool? I missed you.-A.C.

29. Faintly Hgbted
31. Picnic pest
33. 'Male pronoun
34 43.560 sq. feet
36. Wasbed by waves
37. Better than
39. Derived or coming from
40. Gaze
41. Wife of a nUah

42. At another time
44. Dash
45. Herediatry unit
46. Chcatnut-coiored horse
48. Craft
50. Hi^ card
51. Part of face
53. At
54.Beh<dd

DOWN
1. Region
2. Water aircraft
3. Skilled person (suf.)
4. Near
5. Make happy
6. Central part of church
7. Female sheep
8. Small man's initials
9. Surprised expression
10. Shake violently
11. Canned flsh
16. At rest
17. Hit
20. Wise
22. Top
25. Go in
26. Small pwtion
27. Take small quantity
28. Rodent
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Coyotes cap off season with World Series appearance
By Richard Sjoroos
Sports Editor
Battle Creek, Michigan proved
to be an unfriendly host as the Cali
fornia State UnivCTsity, San Ber
nardino baseball team suffered
elimination at the Division III na
tional championships, despite win
ning their opening game.
The Coyotes defeated Method
ist College, 4-3, in the opener, but
lost to eventual champion Southern
Maine (lS-3) and was eliminated
on Sunday (May 26) by Methodist,
8-7.
Cal State had several admirable
offensive performances, as Darrell
Baker went 5-fOT-12, while David
Rex and Miguel Salazar each col
lected four hits. TwoofRex'swent
for home runs.
Issac Jackson also proved some
spaik, coming off the bench to go 6for-7, including a4-for-5 day in the
elimination game against Method
ist
Southpaw Sean Tucker led the
pitching department, hurling a com
plete-game, 4-3 victwy over Meth

odist Tucker, in 10 2/3 innings It's something they won't fwget!'
Three Coyotes, David Rex,
pitched in the series, had a 2.S3
earned run average and seven CharlieRedd,and Aaron Marcarelli,
were named All-American (Rex was
strikeouts.
Cal State banged out 31 hits in a first team selection, while Redd
the three games, including 17 in the and Marcarelli were chosen to the
final contest However, the Coy third team.
Rex finished the season with a
otes left a total of 19 men on base
(nine in the final game) and ccnn- .408 average, 19 home runs, 57
mitied four errors (compared to ncHie RBI,64hitsand45runsscored. He
by theiropponents), which played a also compiled a .985 fielding p^centage. Redd hit .381 with seven
huge factor in their elimination.
They were in excellent shape to doubles, four homers, 35 RBI and
avoid elimination, but the bullpen 46 runs. HeisalsoCSUSB'sonly
couldn't hold a 7-5 lead in the sev four-year letterwinner. Marcarelli
stacked up a .351 avoage, 54 hits,
enth inning.
The Coyotes finished the season five home runs, 23 RBI and 15
with a 28-13 record and back-to- doubles.
All three will hope to be taken
back West Region Championships.
Head coach Chuck Deagle put to the major league draft this week.
Deagle also capped off a fine
gether a record of 132-57-2 (.698
winningpercentage) in his five years season by being named NCAA Di
vision III West Region Coach of
involved with the program.
"I am really proud of this team," the Year for the sec<Mtd consecutive
said Deagle. 'T think we got the seascm.
"I feel very good," said Deagle.
most out of every individual this
year and that's all you can ask for. "It's been a long year. We've been
I'm happy that these young men together for six months — even
had the opportunity to experience Icmger than that.
"Each year starts the day the
playing in a college world series.

regular season is ova*. You start
recruiting right away and then start
tryouts in October and then inJanu
ary the regular season starts. So it's
been a long year, but a rewarding
one."
By being named region coach of

the year, Deagle is automatically
nominated for the NCAA Division
III Coach of the Year. However,
Deagle said the honor probably will
to to the coach of national champi
onship team, Ed Flahoty of Southem Maine (38-6).

Golf team finishes
fifth at nationals
By Audrey Vogel
Staff Wrner
California State University, San
Bernardino's golf team travelled to
Lincoln,NebraskaMay 21 to com
pete in the Division III National
competition.
CSUSB's golf team led the first
round by three strokes with a 299,
but only managed a fifth place fin
ish overall, tallying 1236 shots.
Methodist College won the na
tional title for the second consecu
tive year, with a score of 1209.
There were 120 golfers in the
national ccMnpetition, and Cal State's

fiNNani.

Charles DeLorey placed seveath
overall with a score of 304, wily
four shots off the leader. DeLorey
made second team All-Am^can
This was DeLorey's third AllAmerican award. He wasalsovoted
for All-American Honorable Men
tion status in 1988 and 1990.
Brad Casatorph, a senior, tied
for 27th place with a311 total. Greg
Wilson, in his first year, tied for
30th place with a score of 312
Scott Fisher scored a 313, good
enough fora36thplace finish. Ryan
Smith tied fw ^th with a 328
Fisher and Scott also made AllAmerican Honorable Meittkn.
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The Budweiser.
Sports Page
Featuring Cal State Rec Sports
Here it is sports fans, the last Bud Sports Page of the "PO-'Pl school year so read it while it's hot
Since all you Cal State dudes and deudettes won't be aroun for awhile, have a great summer and good luck
with finals. And don't forget, don't spectate, recreate!
GOLF RESULTS
The Miller golf results are in. Here's the top five winners in the men's and women's categories:
WOMEN

MEN
Mike Shea

24

Stan Tabangcura

Susan Garcia

29

Michelle Smith

31

Jeff Kettle

27

Sue Strain

31

Phillip Stuczyn^

28

Anne Cordaro

32

Brian Overton

29

Lisa Pope

36

Congratulations winners!
CAR RALLYE RESULTS
The race winners are across the finish line and h«e are the winners with their vehicle and time of error:
1. Stu Clayton and Bill Begorre, Chevy Corsica
2. James Flood and Pete Gatlin, Toyota Corolla
3. Debbie Kar and Karla Roberts, Honda Civic

:58
1:32
2:54

Congratulations race winners and for all of you who missed out, your loss. So get out th^ next year and

PQ

M

I

show your stuff.
SOFTBALL UPDATE
Here it is softball fans, the moment you've all been waiting for-the championship games. In the men's
league it's the Creatures loo vs. Delta Sig. The game will be Friday, June 7, at 4:30. In co-rec softball it's
Demolition vs. Slammers. That game was held Wednesday, June 5-your guess is as good as mine as who's

w
m

w

champion. Also, on Friday, June 7 at 3iMn there will be a softball All-Star Game. The teams will consist
of All-Star GDI's vs. All-Star Greeks. GDI team will consist of 2 people from each team and the Greeks
will consist of 3 people frwi each team. It was a great season and hope to see everyone out th«e next year.
Good luck teams!
SUMMER REC
I've got some info for you about summer rec hours here at CSUSB, so hwe they are:
1. Pool hours will be Monday-Saturday, 1 lam-lpm, campus community only. Also, lpm-5pm
campus community and public.
2. On Mondays, 6pm-9pm there will be pick-up hoops and the weightroom will be open.
3. On Thursdays, 6pm-9pm there will be pick-up v-ball games and the weightroom will be open.
4. Tennis courts 1-4 will be open dawn to dusk, seven days a week.
FUTURE EVENTS
On Friday, September 29 there will be the annual back to school bash. The costume theme will be
"Pirate Night" so gel into your costumes and get ready for fun, games, music, and swimming. There will
be a costume contest and plenty of "fun" so well see you all there in 3 months.

IMS BUD'S RHt YOU. m
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Lakers call upon luck during postseason
By Richard Sjoroos
Sports Editor
In thedicticm ary,luck is defined
as "the seemingly chance h^>pening of events which affect one in a
fortunate way." It should read, "see
the Los Angeles Lak^s."
The Lak^ lucky road to the
NBA finals started in the first round
of the playoffs against the Houston
Rockets. In game one, with time
winding down, Byron Scott of the
Lako^ made a three-pointer that
gave Los Angeles the win. The
controversy was over whether or
not the shot was off beforethe buzzer
sounded. The o^icials ruled that it
was, but the replay clearly showed
that it wasn't. Had Housttm been
able to win that opening game on
the Laker's home floor, it may have
mean't an early exit from the playo^s for Magic and company.

Their good fortune continued
against the Golden State Warriors
in the second round. Relying on a
height advantage at every position
and ice cold shooting by the War
riors, the Lakers rolled to a 4-1
series win. The only game that
Chris Mullin, Golden States top
scOTer, played well, the Warriors
won. If he had been able to shoot
even remotely comparable to his
season form in the other games,
who knows what might have hap
pened.
The Lakers looked upon the in
famous luck again in round three,
this time against the Portland Trail
Blazers. Luck was prevalent from
game one, as the Blazers built a 13point lead heading into the fourth
quarter, only tosee it wiped away as
they couldn't buy a basket down the
stretch in a 111-106 defeat.
The Blazers rolled in game two

and the Lakers retumed the favor in
game three to take a 2-1 series in the
series. Game four provided some
of the luckiest shooting that has
ever been seen on abasketball court.
Nearly everything the Lakers threw
up wnet in, while everything the
Blazers put up didn't
Luck took a back seat in game
five,as the Blaz^ showed the world
that when they play good basketball
they can beat anybody, cruising toa
95-84 win.
Game six will go down as one of
the greatest games in playoff histcxy and could be called "the one
thatgotaway." Luck was on center
stage as the Blazers blew two
opportunites to win the game. The
Hrst coming on a Blazer steal, lead
ing to a four on one, which resulted
in Cliff Robinson watching the ball
trickle off his fingertips out of
bounds. (What are the odds of that

happening?). The second came on
amissed 15-footjumper by the usu
ally reliable Terry Porter. Lucky?
You make the call.
Luck didn't stop there. In game
one of the finals, the Lakers called
on it once again to pull out a 93-91
victory over the Chicago Bulls.
With 24 seconds left and the Bulls
up by two, Michael Jordon barely
missed theshot that would have put
Chicago upby four and all butsealed
up the game. Instead those lucky
Lakers got another chance and with
14 seconds left, Sam Perkins made
a three-point prayer to put the Lak
ers upby one. Down but not out, the
Bulls called on Jordon to defeat
luck and the Lakers with the final
shoL What do you think happened?
That's right, luck won as Jordan's
shot rattled around the rim and
po]^)ed out, clinching the game for
the Lakers and swinging the home

court advantage to iheir side.
This game not only proved that
everywies in for one hell of a series,
but that where the Lakers are con
cerned, sometimes it is defmitely
better to be lucky than good.
In game two, luck popped in and
out as the Lakers got some breaks
and hung close throughout the fust
half, trailing by fiveatintermission.
However, the second half showed
that there might be something that
Laker luck can't beat....good, hard
physical play. That and 62% field
goal shooting. The Bulls domi
nated the second half, scoring 38
(Jordon had 14 of them) points in
the third quarterenroutelo a 107-86
win that evened the series up at one
apiece.
All those Laker fans had better
just hold off on the celekation,
because luck may have finally met
its match.
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